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Question: 75

Click the Exhibit button.

You must apply the policy shown in the exhibit to readvertise BGP routes to OSPF neighbors

Which action will accomplish this task?
A. You must apply the policy as an import policy within the BGP configuration
B. You must apply the policy as an import policy within the OSPF configuration.
C. You must apply the policy as an export policy within the BGP configuration
D. You must apply the policy as an export policy within the OSPF configuration

Answer: D

Question: 76

16.100.1/24

Answer: C

Explanation:

https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/topics/reference/command-

summary/rename.html

Question: 77

Which command allows you to execute operational mode commands while in configuration



mode?
A. activate
B. show
C. run
D. set

Answer: C

Question: 78

You are asked to determine when a Junos device was booted

Which command would you use to obtain this information?
A. show system statistics
B. show system commit
C. show system information
D. show system uptime

Answer: D

Question: 79

You are asked to configure a Junos device to perform regular configuration backups

Which feature will you configure under the [edit system) hierarchy to accomplish this task?
A. archival
B. backup-router
C. syslog
D. tracing

Answer: B

Question: 80

Which parameter would you use to prohibit the redistribution of a static route used for

management traffic?
A. no-readvertise
B. discard
C. reject
D. passive

Answer: A

Question: 81



Which two statements about routing policies are correct? (Choose two.)
A. An import policy is used to control incoming traffic on a specific interface.
B. An export policy determines the routes in the local routing table that are advertised to
peers.
C. An import policy is used to control routes that are accepted by the local routing table.
D. An export policy is used to control outgoing traffic on a specific interface.

Answer: B,C

Question: 82

Which two statements about exception traffic processing are correct? (Choose two.)
A. When congestion occurs, only exception traffic is given preference.
B. By default, a rate-limiter for exception traffic exists on the internal link between the control plane and the
forwarding plane
C. When congestion occurs, local and control traffic are given preference.
D. By default, no rate-limiter for exception traffic exists on the internal link between the control plane and the
forwarding plane.

Answer: B,C

Question: 83

180.192.120/28?
A. 114.180.192.118/28
B. 114.180.192.100/28
C. 114.180.192.112/28
D. 114.180.192.106/28

Answer: C

Question: 84

Which two types of traffic are processed by the Routing Engine (RE)?
A. IP packet with the IP Options field
B. time-to-live (TTL) expired messages
C. ICMP destination unreachable messages
D. OSPF update messages

Answer: B,C

Question: 85

You must recover a device by loading the rescue configuration file.

In this scenario, which command will accomplish this task?



A. {master:0}[email protected]> load override rescue
B. {master:0}[email protected]> rollback rescue
C. {master:0} [edit] [email protected] load override rescue
D. {master:0} [edit] [email protected]# rollback rescue

Answer: B

Question: 86

You must configure the 2bfc:0000:0000:beef:0217:cbff:0000:5c85 IPv6 address on your

device.In this scenario, which three addresses are correct? (Choose three.)
A. 2bfc::beef:217:cbff:0:5c85
B. 2bfc:0:0:beef:0217:cbff:0:5c85
C. 2BFCnBEEF:0217:CBFF:0:5C85
D. 2bfc:0:beef:0217:cbff:0:5c85
E. 2BFC::BEEF:217:CBFF::5C85

Answer: A,B,C

Question: 87

Which statement describes the ulst next-hop type that appears in the output of the show

route forwarding-table command?
A. A list of unicast or multicast forwarding entries waiting to be resolved.
B. A list of unicast destination prefixes for which packets will be silently discarded
C. A list of unicast next hops used for a given destination for which load balancing is
enabled
D. A list of unicast or multicast destination prefixes for which packets will be silently
discarded.

Answer: C

Question: 88

Click the Exhibit button,
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You are creating a new routing policy on your Junos device. You are currently receiving

multiple routes within the 10.10. 10.0/24 subnet from the same upstream BGP neighbor.

Your policy should only allow the 10.10. 10.0/24 route and reject all other routes within that

/24 range Referring to the exhibit, which route filter match type would satisfy this requirement?
A. exact
B. orlonger
C. prefix-length-range /24-/32
D. longer

Answer: D

Question: 89

Which command will replace the entire candidate configuration with the configuration

stored in the reset. config file?
A. load replace reset.config
B. load override reset.config
C. load merge reset.config
D. rollback 1

Answer: B

Question: 90

What are two benefits of class of service (CoS)? (Choose two.)
A. CoS can increase the performance of a slow network.



B. CoS can manage traffic congestion
C. CoS can prioritize latency-sensitive traffic
D. CoS can increase network bandwidth.

Answer: B,C

Question: 91

Which statement is correct regarding exception traffic on Junos devices?
A. The Junos OS does not provide congestion control for exception traffic sent to the R
C. The built-in rate limiter for exception traffic is configurable.
D. All exception traffic destined for the RE is sent over the out-of-band management link.
E. The Junos OS has a built-in rate limiter for exception traffic.

Answer: D

Question: 92

Click the Exhibit button

You are connecting to a new device in your network and are presented with the information

and prompt shown in the exhibit

Which three steps must be carried out to edit the configuration on this device? (Choose

three.)
A. Type configure at the > prompt.
B. Log in using the root user with no password.
C. Type cli at the = prompt
D. Type cli at the > prompt
E. Log in using the root user with the root 123 password.

Answer: A,B



Question: 93

Which two statements about the configure exclusive command are correct? (Choose two.)
A. The command excludes other users from editing the configuration.
B. The command retains all uncommitted changes when exiting exclusive mode
C. The command causes the loss of all uncommitted changes when exiting exclusive mode
D. The command allows multiple users to edit private copies of the configuration concurrently.

Answer: A,C

Question: 94

Click the Exhibit button.

Referring to the exhibit, if the router forwards traffic destined for 192.168.77.29, which next

hop will be used?
A. 10.10.1.2
B. 10.10.11.2
C. 10.10.0.2
D. 10.10.20.2

Answer: C

Question: 95



Which operational mode command will provide real-time usage statistics for the ge-0/0/0

interface?
A. show interfaces ge-0/0/0 extensive
B. monitor interface traffic
C. show interfaces statistics
D. monitor traffic interface ge-0/0/0

Answer: B
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